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BORROWING. Most people in this world borrow something in the course of their lives. Some people are borrowing all the time. Sometimes they return the borrowed articles and sometimes they do not. A student at one of the western colleges borrowed some material from one of the laboratories and for some reason did not return it; now he is taking a few years vacation by himself. We students are in the habit of borrowing from one another; and is it not strange that we sometimes borrow from the institution and, as the institution does not remind us to return it, we sometimes forget?

Just take for instance the library. We all like to read and the library furnishes excellent material for that purpose. May be we do not finish reading the story before it is time for the library to be closed and we take the magazine to our rooms and say we will bring it back in the morning. In the morning we are in a hurry and the paper is left until some other time and is finally covered by our own books and papers. There it stays until we clean house when it comes to light. It is now a back number and no one will care to read it, so the life of McClure’s or Harper’s Weekly comes to an end. Those wishing to read the aforementioned magazine in the meantime lodge their complaints with the librarian who immediately posts a notice to the effect that such and such a magazine is missing, etc., thus furnishing reading matter for those who sharpen their literary abilities at the bulletin board.

We remember now that we returned that magazine the next morning, but the manager of the team did not ask us if we had a jersey; we gave him the suit and he went off apparently satisfied, and if he does not kick why should we say anything. The association is in the hole we know, but then we played hard all through the season and we ought to get something for it.

Where would the merchants and publishers get their living if everybody took his own book or hat from the racks in the recitation hall? Of course we get tired of hearing the old story, “Some one has swiped my note-book,” and of the vengeance that never is carried out; but there is always some trouble in the best of families.

Cadet life would possibly be more harmonious if the first order
the commandant gave after the arrival of the new uniforms should read something like this: “Order No. so and so—Each and every cadet shall spend at least one-half hour in the blacksmith shop where he shall place his cap on the anvil and with the sledge hammer batter the screw with which the guns are held in place in such a manner that not even a mechanical student will be able to recognize the same. This must be done before the caps are left in any public place out of the owner’s sight. Signed, etc.”

Yes, we say, all these things are wrong, but life is too short to stop long over them and so we go to others who will listen and we pour our troubles into their empty ears.

THE NAME OF THIS INSTITUTION. It is strange that the people of Connecticut do not better know the name of their state agricultural college. One sees the names, Storrs School, Storrs Agricultural School, Storrs College, etc., used by people here in Connecticut, instead of the correct name. It is true, there was an institution at one time bearing the above names, but since the legislature changed the name, ten years ago, this institution has been called the Connecticut Agricultural College. Let us call it by that name.
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Alumni Notes

The Connecticut Agricultural College is yet a young institution. It is, therefore, with peculiar pleasure that we note the evidences that our graduates are becoming known in the various activities in which they take part. Their rapid preferment to places of honor and respect in the agricultural world is most gratifying to us, and is indicative of still further honor for the sons of our alma mater.

The recent meetings of the State Grange and the Dairymens’ Association have brought more vividly to our attention many whom we claim as alumni. Probably the most prominent of these is Harry Grant Manchester, ’91, who presided over the Dairy Association meeting at Hartford, January 20th and 21st. For two years Mr. Manchester has been the able head of that organization, and it was only because of a custom of the association that no president shall serve more than two successive years that he is now on the retired list. As a presiding officer he has few equals in the state. He can
keep order, despatch business, and turn trouble into humor in a manner that pleases everyone. Therefore, with all respect for his successor, Mr. Lee, we can not help but feel that a custom of the association deprives us of the leadership of so capable a man.

In looking over the officers of this same association we find among the directors: R. J. Averill, '03; R. E. Buell, ex. '01; C. B. Pomeroy, Jr., '90, and A. J. Pierpont, '95; a strong quartette and one that is doing us good service in the business world of the Nutmeg State.

Others, too, not so prominent just now but leaders of no distant day, are filling in the rank and file of this organization. Among the audience were found many alumni. An incomplete list is as follows: C. H. Savage, '88; C. B. Pomeroy, Jr., '90; E. B. Fitts, '93; Mrs. E. B. Fitts, '94; W. F. Schultz, '94; A. J. Pierpont, '95; H. S. Coe, ex. '96; V. E. Luchinni, Dr. F. F. Bushnell, '97; Herbert Kirkpatrick, H. L. Garrigus, '98; F. B. Plumb and A. F. Bidwell, ex. '98; J. M. Stocking, ex. '99; E. F. Manchester, R. H. Gardiner, '90; H. L. Bushnell, '00; Willis Savage, R. P. Dewey, ex. '00; E. P. Brown, '01; Wilbur Stocking, A. W. Manchester, '03; F. S. G. McLean, ex. '03; H. L. Hamilton, poultry short course, '04; Jarman and Carrigan, T. W. Griswold, dairy short course, '04; R. J. Tryon, '05; Jacobson, dairy short course, '05; D. J. Minor, C. J. Grant, '06; S. B. Reid, Earl Bemis, '07; C. B. Bonner, C. B. Barnard, A. E. Webster, J. H. Pierpont, and J. E. L. Houston, '08; Hurlburt, Latimer, ex. '08; and Buell, dairy short course, '08.

At the State Grange meeting a week earlier we were also well and ably represented. Some of those present at that meeting were: C. A. Wheeler, C. H. Savage, '88; C. B. Pomeroy, Jr., '90; E. B. Fitts, '93; A. J. Pierpont, '95; H. S. Coe, Stancliffe Hale, ex. '96; A. F. Green, '99; J. F. Whitehead, short course, '00; R. J. Averill, '03; J. Carrigan, short course, '04; C. J. Grant, D. J. Minor, '06.


'88. C. H. Savage, a member of the lower house from Mansfield, has been placed at the head of the agricultural committee.

'90. A book of three hundred pages entitled “Business Methods in Dairy Farming,” recently published by the Orange Judd Co., was written by C. B. Lane. He is now acting chief of the Dairy Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. At the Dairymen's meeting in Hartford, Mr. Lane gave a
stereopticon lecture on "Market Milk Production from the Present Day's Standpoint."

'91. C. B. Pomeroy, Jr., of Willimantic, was re-elected a director of the Dairy Association from Windham County at the recent meeting.

'92. At least one of our alumni has built up a successful business in the handling of native shrubs and trees. Mr. W. F. Schultz secures his stock from the woods and pastures of this state. The demand for his goods has so increased that he has taken his brother into partnership. Mr. Schultz made a specialty of botany studies while at college and is putting the knowledge thus gained to practical use. His headquarters are at Hartford.

'93. W. J. Frey is one of the prosperous farmers and tobacco growers of Suffield, Conn. During the past year Mr. Frey has traveled through parts of the South as a buyer for a Springfield commission house.

On the evening of January sixth, E. B. Fitts installed the newly elected officers of the Ashford Grange.

'97. A. C. and R. D. Gilbert are now located at 254 Arlington St., West Medford, Mass. A. C. Gilbert is with the Merrimac Chemical Co., while R. D. travels for the Bowker fertilizer people.

'98. C. G. Smith is now acting supervisor of the National Forest at Pocatello, Idaho. He writes that he is permanently located at that place.

'99. E. C. Welden, of Scotland, Conn., visited the College December 26th and 27th.

A. F. Green, of Middlebury, called at College January 14th. He was recently re-elected master of the Excelsior Pomona Grange.

'01. J. H. Blakeslee, who has been a faithful worker in the insurance business for the past few years, will soon be promoted to a higher position. Mr. Blakeslee has been very popular at his old stand in Plymouth, Conn., and it is hoped that he will have success with his new duties.

'02. L. F. Harvey, of Romford, Conn., who is master of the Masonic Lodge at Washington, attended the meeting of the Grand Lodge, A. F. and A. M., in New Haven, January 21st.

'03. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Comstock, of West Simsbury, Conn., have a son, born January 11th. Blessings on the little man.

'05. S. P. Hollister addressed the New York State Fruit Growers' Association held at Medina, N. Y., January 6th and 7th, on the
subject, “Judging Fruit and How to Select Fruit for Exhibition Purposes.”

'06. “Eben” Moss is working for the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. at North Haven as a civil engineer.

Cora D. Grant, ex. '06, has been engaged as stenographer to the farm and dairy departments. She began her duties February first. Miss Grant and Miss Seage have a room at Mrs. Warren’s and board at the College dining hall.

'07. Earl Bemis, who is now managing the farm of Miss Campbell, Farmington, is going to make a change April first. At that time he will take charge of Mr. C. P. Cook’s farm at Chapinville, Conn.

'08. In connection with the Dairy Association meeting an exhibit of dairy products was held. The sample of milk which gave the lowest percentage of bacteria was produced at the Georgetown farm under the supervision of one of the '08 class. O. P. Burr deserves credit for that milk and the work he is doing at Georgetown. While the names were not published there were at least three other alumni who got very creditable scores.


X X X

Dame Rumor and Miss Fortune

If family relations exist between abstract things it would be safe to conjecture that Dame Rumor and Miss Fortune are closely related and that they are always in close proximity to each other, as it has often been noticed that the presence of one is sure to mean a rapid arrival of the other on the scene of action. Thusly, when a man is being entertained by Miss Fortune, Dame Rumor is sure to get busy, peek in the window and publish the facts observed to the world at large which is full to overflowing with credulous people who have nothing to do but believe and pass on with interest any tale with a minute trace of scandal in it. And vice versa Dame Rumor is sure to induce her sinister relative to court some unhappy mortal.

But we cannot lay all the blame at the feet of these acquaintances
when we look around and see what excellent encouragement, especially Dame Rumor receives from mortal man and mortal woman as well. Some unsuspecting individual, bent on the peaceful pursuit of happiness, has at some ancient date incurred the wrath of an agent of the aforementioned dame and lo! in the twinkling of an eye, said person is reduced to a rascal of the lowest stamp and such is the rapidity of the Dame's visits one finds himself met on all sides by exaggerations that Die Bruders Grimm would have blushed to put in the green fairy book. And a surprising feature of Rumor's tales is that persons ordinarily considered sane believe them and act accordingly even to the complete condemnation of the victim of the Dame's after dinner jokes. And one immediately pities the hero of the tale of "The Three Black Crows," which we read as children in district school.

In our own mind the agent who vends the wares is more to be pitied than the hero of the tale, for the hero is usually in good health and of a sane mind, while one with such a fevered brain that some individual appears before his or her distorted visions as "rolling drunk," when he has only made mention to some one that his grandfather made sweet cider once upon a time; such a person is anything but sane and should be carefully attended in a retreat for the insane or better still in a kindergarten.

What is this world coming to, especially isolated parts of it as a college world when Dame Rumor is allowed to roam at large and keep such a large retinue of servants? It must be that we all must live according to a schedule prepared by the Federal Government or else we rise in our night and declare that henceforth the aforementioned Dame and her followers be ostracised from the society of free people.

And there is a lighter side to the thus far serious and learned dissertation on the evils of this wicked world. One does not have to think hard or long to call to mind an instance when a neighborhood, or even a whole town, usually a small one, has been thrown into a state of upheaval and some of the old gossips nearly have nervous prostration over the unholy and scandalous behavior of some victim of our old acquaintances. In these days of modern improvements the telephone lines are kept hot night and day and everybody has a cramp from extended periods of applying transmitter to ear. At the psychological moment, when the villian's character has been "worn to a frazzle," to quote Teddy Roosevelt, by the masses, someone "gets wise" to the fact that there is nothing to it and soon everyone sits down, takes a few long breaths and remarks that "I knew all the
time it was nothing, but so-and-so is such an old gossip that the story is bound to get out in such a way.” Lots of fun and excitement for the crowd; it has given all a chance to have something to talk about, and when the storm is past the victim draws a deep breath, passes a remark on the weather, the peculiar kind of foolishness in the human race and settles until the old Dame has another spasm.

—SELECTED.
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Department Notes

DAIRY DEPARTMENT.

A

N event looked forward to by all those interested in dairy lines took place on the 20th and 21st of January when the twenty-eighth annual convention of the Connecticut Dairymen’s Association was held at Hartford. Unity Hall was the place of meeting. There the speaking and singing took place, while in the basement were the milk and butter exhibits, various farm implements which furnished much interest during the hours between the lectures. The convention was well attended, the hall being filled at nearly every session. The marked attention and enthusiasm displayed shows well that the farmers are realizing the good which may be obtained by listening to speakers who have had experience along their lines, and have the ability to put their subjects in an interesting and instructive manner.

The College was represented in the speaking list by three of the faculty; President Beach, who spoke on “The Relative Value of Feeds;” Professor Trueman, who spoke on “The First Principles of Animal Breeding;” and Professor Clinton speaking on “Lime and Its Relation to Agriculture.” The other speakers on the programme were not less interesting and showed the ability of the directors of the convention in arranging their programme.

The music was furnished by the dairy students of the College. Messrs. R. Storrs, Gamble, Botsford, and Forbush gave several quartette selections, appropriate for the occasion, which were heartily applauded.

There are thirteen regular short course students taking the dairy course and one who is taking part of the dairy and part of the pomological course.

Two pure bred Jersey bull calves have been recently sold. One of them was sold to Robinson, a short course student, and was the
son of Robin Butterfly 2nd Select. This cow has made the biggest record in the herd during the past year.

POULTRY DEPARTMENT.

The usual amount of interest in the poultry short course is shown as there are fourteen students taking the course this winter. Three ladies are included in this number. Nearly all of them have had some experience. Each one has an incubator and a brooder to operate and also a flock of fowls under his or her care. With the lectures delivered by Professor Stoneburn, a person desiring to take up this work will gain experience as well as knowledge. The office is being used as a lecture and club-room for the special students. Poultry books and papers are available and it gives a quiet spot in which to lounge and read.

EXPERIMENT STATION.

Mr. C. D. Jarvis returned from Cornell the first of the year, where he has been studying preparatory to receiving his degree of Ph. D. in June. We wish Mr. Jarvis success in his venture.

The bean hybridizing tests which were carried on quite successfully out of doors last summer were started in the Station greenhouse in the latter part of January. W. O. Hollister has charge of the work.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.

Work was resumed on the new horticultural building the twenty-fifth of January. It is expected that the work will be finished in about three months. The horticultural students are looking forward to its completion with great joy.

The basement is being used at present for storage of roots, fruits, spraying materials, etc. The Junior class in grafting also meets there.

THE FARM.

A two-horse power vertical boiler has been installed in the new piggery and will be used for cooking food and for heating water.

The department during the last month has constructed a tank of reinforced cement for skim milk. This is fitted with gates for drawing off the milk and has a capacity of twenty-five cans. In connection with this and the boiler is an apartment for cooking vegetables, thus doing away with all barrels and receptacles of this nature. Grain bins have been made of the same material and the interior of the piggery is now well equipped for good work.
THE LIBRARY.

In connection with the current rural uplift agitation, the attention of the students and faculty is called to a little book recently presented to the library by Dr. N. S. Mayo. The title reads, "One Woman's Work for Farm Women," and the book is the modestly told story of the life of Dr. Mayo's mother, Mary A. Mayo. It should be an inspiration to every one whose home is on the farm, inasmuch as it contains in its pages one very important way of solving the problem now facing the average country man and woman. I heartily recommend the book to all interested in farm women and their work. It may be of interest to some to add that Dr. Mayo, now of Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba, was formerly a member of our College faculty.

EDWINA WHITNEY.

X X X

Faculty Scientific Club

This club was organized in the fall of nineteen hundred and seven for the purpose of scientific investigation. It consists of the members of the faculty and the experiment station staff. At present Professor Lamson is chairman, and Professor Wheeler, secretary. This organization has no dues, and likewise practically no expenses. Meetings are held about every three weeks, and at each meeting one of the members gives a talk upon some subject closely allied to his work. These meetings are open to all interested persons, and no admission is charged. Following is a synopsis of a lecture given at the last meeting by Professor Esten:

VARIATION IN THE ACIDITY OF FRESH MILK.

The extreme variation of a herd of twenty-six cows, covering a period of seven months, was from .075 to .23 per cent., the samples of milk being taken about every fortnight. The method of testing the acidity was by titration with 1/10 normal Na-OH, using 17.6 c. c. of milk, and dividing the amount of tenth normal used by 20. This result gives the per cent. of acidity in terms of the lactic acid molecule. The samples of milk were collected from each cow in the morning from five to six and were titrated about ten a.m. In the interval, after a vigorous shaking, 2 c. c. of milk were taken from each sample, for the bacteriological test. The experiments commenced on the sixteenth of May and extended to the sixteenth of December. When curves were plotted and drawn for each cow, for different breeds of cows, for averages of breeds and for all the cows col-
lectively, it was discovered that individual cows varied in their own curve and from the curves of the other cows; and that the breeds markedly varied from one another. There was also indicated for every cow a marked increase during the winter months. The food and seasonal period seemed to be a controlling factor in the variation. The eleven Jerseys had an average acidity of .16 per cent. The individual Jersey showed a larger variation than the individual Holstein, indicating that the Jerseys are more susceptible to changes and have a more sensitive nervous temperament. The total average of 378 tests on twenty-five cows was precisely .17 per cent., a value which gives a fairly correct idea of the normal acidity of milk.

Some of the most marked variations in acidity were found among the Jerseys and one Guernsey. One Jersey had an acidity of .13 per cent. at the close of her lactation period and commenced the next with an acidity of .2275 per cent. Three other Jersey cows had acidities of .22, .225, and .23 respectively, as their highest extremes. These cows were apparently in perfect health. It was found that pathological conditions had an effect on the variation of acidity, as instanced during the summer by a cow with a sore foot. This cow's milk showed a drop to .135 on August 7th. After her recovery her milk acidity rose to .19 and varied afterward but little. All the results lead to the supposition that certain factors of food, conditions of health and the change of season, have their effects, which are shown in the changes of acidity in the milk. A Guernsey had the most remarkable variation of all. Her average was only .108, with variations from .075 to .13. This is the lowest extreme in acidity that has, to the writer's knowledge, been recorded.

The question arises what are the neutralization elements which we call acidity of milk? Is it the caseinogen alone, or the caseinogen combined with other compounds, that causes the reactions? It has been suggested that the amount of acidity is an indirect indicator of the amount of caseinogen present. If this be true the acidity test would be a simple and rapid determination for the approximate amount of caseinogen present. It is to the chemist that we must submit the problem for solution.
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A Reading of "The Right of Way"

On the evening of January 29th, Miss Orpha Cecil Smith of the College faculty gave an entertainment in College Hall, entitled "The Right of Way," an original arrangement of Parker's novel. The audience numbered over two hundred, all of whom were much interested in and greatly enjoyed Miss Smith's interpretation of the
subject. Miss Smith was assisted by Miss Abby Hicks, who rendered two vocal solos, and by Mr. Hungerford with a violin selection. The stage decorations consisted of flowers and plants from the College greenhouse. During an intermission, Miss Smith was presented with two beautiful bouquets of roses and one of tropical plants.

The programme was as follows:

**Violin Solo—Selected**.......................................................... Mr. Hungerford

**Part I—In Montreal.**
(1) “Not guilty, your Honor.”
(2) “Billy, your brother Billy.”
(3) “On the other side of Jordan.”

**Vocal Solo—Selected**......................................................... Miss Hicks

**Part II—In Chaudière.**
(1) “To save a mint, Cure.”
(2) “A sign from Heaven.”
(3) “Rosalie, Rosalie.”

**Vocal Solo—Selected**......................................................... Miss Hicks

**Part III—In Chaudière.**
(1) “Fire! Fire! Fire!”
(2) “It is Death, my son.”

G. W. D., ’10.

***

**College Notes**

Mr. and Mrs. Gates, who recently returned from India, where they have been doing excellent missionary work, spoke to the students on Sunday, January tenth. Mr. Gates’ plain and earnest eloquence was immensely enjoyed by the listeners. The short address by Mrs. Gates was also appreciated. It is to be hoped that we may be privileged to hear more such lectures during the coming weeks.

The short horn epidemic has reached its highest at Storrs. A daily application of Clinton-Trueman-Stoneburn eloquence, mixed with 100% pure Storrs science, will no doubt eliminate the pest.

First English student—“Would you dare hand in this paper?”
Second ditto—“Yes.”
“Should you, if you had written it?”
“Humph! I should not have written it.”

Mrs. Stoneburn and children arrived at Storrs January thirteenth; they will make their home in the apartment formerly occupied by Professor Graham, which has been enlarged and re-decorated.

A new mail window has been cut between the main hall and the office at the right of the office door. This convenience is very much appreciated both by those who give out the mail and those who re-
ceive it. The students now form the mail line at the left of the window, thus doing away with the blockade at the foot of the stairs.

All through the vacation Marie suffered with the toothache; perhaps that is the reason she wrote the following lines on her return:

“Lives of Seniors all remind us,
That we, too, may do as well;
And departing leave behind us
Room for other heads to swell.”

The first year chemistry class has a roll-call of forty-nine names.

An illustrated lecture on forestry was given in College Hall on January 22nd by Professor Graves, of Yale, which was both interesting and instructive.

The flagpole on the campus has been let down to half its length for the winter. The color-sergeant has now become a gentleman of leisure.

Miss Mabel Edwards, of Washington, R. I., visited the College January fifteenth.

The hall clock has been moved. Now we see its familiar face just at the right of the chapel door. Perhaps, in its now more prominent position, its warning hands will have increasing power to hasten belated students and professors towards the class-room.

Dr. Dowe, of Willimantic, lectures three hours a week before the veterinary class.

The College employment bureau has on its file an ever increasing list of positions for men as managers of farms and estates. The one difficulty in filling these positions is that married men are wanted in most cases. It might be well for the College to establish a matrimonial bureau in connection with its employment bureau.

Mr. Stoneburn has received several large loads of furniture. We hope he will soon complete his furniture juggling act, so that the two seniors, who room directly beneath the above mentioned gentleman, will not have their beauty sleep disturbed by the pounding and rumbling from above.

A great improvement in the military company has been made by the equipment of the cadets with Krag rifles. These are of the magazine pattern, 1898 model, and adapted to 1906 ammunition. Knife bayonets, tan-colored belts and cartridge boxes are furnished with the rifles.

“Do you play cards?”

Botsy—“No . . . yes, I play hearts.”

There seems to be a socialistic movement on foot at Storrs
headed by Cohen and Horwitz. Cohen was seen in the English class-room one morning attempting to convince Constantinoff of the beauties and advantages of socialism.

Professor Harold Dinwitty Hatfield, etc., etc., of East Hampton, says he can teach a wood-working class better than his assistant, Mr. Fitts.

Heard in the chapel on Sunday evening—"We will next have a solo by some girls."

Gamble is starting an art gallery. He recently purchased a picture of chorus girls from Pierpont for fifty cents.

The Senior ripper was prominent on the campus after the ice-storm and was much enjoyed by the students and faculty. Some have coasted rather unceremoniously down the main building steps. To illustrate; the other night, when returning from the dining-room, we heard some one saying, "Seniors can stand on slippery places," and a despairing voice from the earth answered, "Maybe they can, but I can't."

The dormitory question is taking quite a serious turn. The College is growing rapidly. There is an increase of fifty per cent. in the student body over last year and it is not at all unlikely that a similar increase will occur next year. Every dormitory is full to the muzzle and some of the students are rooming off the campus. The great question now arises, where shall we house the new men next year? It is true that the unused chicken coops as well the upper part of the piggery could be used, but a new dormitory would be more satisfactory. Here is an excellent opportunity for some ambitious American philanthropist to make himself famous and his name immortal.

One section of the Junior class gave its rhetoricals Friday evening, January fifteenth. The audience was unusually large and all listened with pleasure to the programme, which was as follows:

- A Letter of Acceptance .... N. I. Smith
- A Violent Remedy .................. E. E. Jackson
- The First View of the Heavens .................. N. Cohen
- The Race (Ben Hur) .................. E. E. Jennings
- Billings of '49 .................. A. J. Brundage
- Spartacus to the Gladiators ................. G. H. Root
- He Let Her Know .................. P. B. Roth
- Making an Orator .................. M. D. Wilbur
- The Hippodrome Race ................. H. D. Hatfield
- The Going of the White Swan ................. E. H. Forbush

The competition was keen, as the speakers for the oratorial contest to be held in June were to be chosen from this division. Miss
Whitney, Professors Clinton and Stoneburn acted as judges. After some delay, Professor Stoneburn announced the following as the successful participants: Miss Jackson, Messrs. Brundage, Forbush, Jennings, and Roth.
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Old Newgate Prison

On the western slope of a spur of the Talcott Mountain, in the town of East Granby, stands Connecticut’s famous Newgate Prison. It may be reached by an hour’s ride on the trolley from Windsor to Rainbow and thence a three-mile drive.

The spot is one of great interest to tourists and students of history and it is visited by a great number of people during the summer months. It is a place of great natural beauty. From the tower above the main building recently built—the former one having been destroyed by fire some ten years ago—one can get a superb view of the surrounding country.

Beneath the prison enclosure, cut in solid rock, are the shafts and passage ways of an extensive and long unused copper mine. Excavations were begun in 1707 and for many years the mining of copper was carried on under various ownerships. The original purpose, then, of these excavations was not a prison, but a mine for copper.

During the Revolution the mine was used as a place of confinement for many a hated Tory, and General Washington sent various criminals there whose bad deeds had warranted such a punishment. The following years record many hardships on the part of the prisoners, and there is said to have been bloodshed and a few thrilling escapes from their confinement.

It was my pleasure to visit this place last year. We were taken down into the mine about sixty feet deep, following the guide who had provided us with long coats and capes. These are used as a protection from the wet and dirty walls which in many places are close and very low. The first part of the descent is through a shaft twenty-five feet deep, below which there is a gradual decline, steps having been hewn out of the rock. At intervals one is compelled to walk on the slippery ledge where no steps have been made and is in danger of falling. Each person carries a kerosene torch.

Down here could be seen the places where the prisoners were compelled to spend their nights on layers of straw on the damp rocks. There could be seen also the place where some of them were fastened by chains to iron rings secured in the solid rock. There were also places in the rocks which had been hollowed out by the prisoners,
who had used small pieces of stone for the purpose. This was done by the unfortunate fellows who were fastened by chains, it being a means of whiling away the time. The hollows thus made filled with water which trickled down from above and furnished the prisoners with drinking water.

The well, the shaft where the ore was conveyed to the surface of the ground above, and the drain, through which three prisoners made their escape by crawling on their hands and knees for more than five rods, and which seemed hardly large enough to admit a small boy, were points of much interest.

In 1799, Newgate was organized as a state prison and a number of workshops were erected. In these shops the prisoners worked by day, and at night were forced down into the mine to sleep.

Here Connecticut's convicts were confined until 1828 when they were transferred to Wethersfield.

G. W. D., '10.

A Dream

ONE eve, as twilight fell, I dreamed a dream
So strangely real,
That even yet it lingers in my mind;
And still I feel
My heart thrill, when that vision I recall.

I stood upon a hill between two vales;
And one was bright;
If gloom was there it showed not, for the glow
Of sunset light
Touched everything with tints both soft and rare.

Instinctively I knew that this fair vale
Had been my home—
If I but would, I could return; yet I
Was free to roam
To right or left whichever way I chose.

Within the other dell objects were veiled
In misty gray,
Which slowly merged into the blackest night,
Through which no ray
Of sun or moon had ever shone.
Weird, phantom shapes, which I could scarcely see,  
    Sped swiftly by;  
And as they passed did ever call to me,  
    With mocking cry  
To come and follow whither they might lead.

The air was filled with perfume sweet,  
    So faint and rare;  
Resistlessly it lured, that I might see  
    What blossoms fair  
Were in such dim and misty meadows hid.

Then from the lovely vale, I turned, with all its glow  
    Of sunset kiss;  
A voice from out the shadows whispered me  
    That all of this  
By its veil-hidden treasures, was surpassed.

And though the light was dim, yet was I ware  
    On every side  
Of some new thing that charmed, lest I should wish  
    The refluent tide  
To bear me backward to the sunset vale.

Singing I onward trod the unknown way,  
    And felt no fear.  
The golden bars of sunset followed me,  
    But though so near,  
They did not tempt me to retrace my steps.

And so we restless mortals ever looking for  
    Fields yet untrod;  
Seeking, still find them where to-morrow calls,  
    Whose treasures nod  
And beckon while we follow where they lead.

Gladly, nay eagerly, we hasten, when we hear  
    Our future call  
Leaving to-day; its sorrows and its joys—  
    Yes, one and all—  
Forever in the sunset glory of the past.  

S. M. T., '10.
Exchanges

THE Wyoming Student, published by the students of the University of Wyoming, is neat in appearance and is well arranged. It contains more stories than the average school paper.

The Aegis, Northfield, Vt., is a small paper but what there is of it is very good, especially the exchange column.

The Endfield Echo contains several well written stories. The simplicity of the plots, however, make them uninteresting.

We welcome The Association Seminar and Springfield Student, from the Springfield Training School, to our exchange column.

A Laugh—A peculiar contortion of the human countenance, voluntary or involuntary, superinduced by a concatenation of external circumstances, seen or heard, of a ridiculous, ludicrous, jocose, mirthful, funny, facetious or fanciful nature, and accomplished by a crackle, chuckle, chortle, cachination, giggle, gurgle, guffaw, or roar.—Ex.
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Part of your expense includes money spent for washing and cleaning. You can reduce this expense and do more and better cleaning with less labor by using

**Wyandotte Cleaner and Cleanser.**

It loosens and dissolves all dirt and foreign matter and leaves that desirable sweetness that makes you say, "that smells clean." It is perfectly harmless. To fully appreciate what it will do for you and save for you it must be tried. We ask you to

**TRY IT AT OUR RISK.**

Your dealer will sell you a sack and agree to return your money if you do not find it all we claim after using it all.

The J. B. Ford Company, Sole Mfrs., Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

---

**Solution of Run-Down Soil Problems in a Nut Shell**

To PREVENT your farm from running down, you must save every ounce of the manure produced by the stock, and distribute this manure on the soil while fresh, with a Corn King, Kemp 20th Century, or Cloverleaf spreader.

That is the solution of run-down soil problems in a nutshell, and if carried out will effect a cure in the worst case of soil depletion.

The Corn King and Kemp 20th Century spreaders are of the return apron type, and the Cloverleaf of the endless apron type. Each style is made in a number of sizes, among which will be found a machine exactly suited to your requirements.

Each style of these spreaders is described and illustrated in separate catalogs. The catalogs, in addition to illustrations and descriptions of the machines, contain a lot of valuable information on soil fertility.

You will naturally want a spreader that you can depend upon—one that will not kill your horses, yourself, or your help. An inspection of one of these spreaders will convince you that it is the machine to buy.

The International local agent will explain every one of the excellent features of the machine he handles. Write for catalog.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA (INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO - U. S. A.
PATRONIZE...
MURPHY BROS.,
Livery and Feed Stable,
Double and Single Teams at your service.
Telephone 176-4. WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Successors to WILLIAMS.

THE NEW YORK QUICK LUNCH ROOM,
STEARNS & ROSEBROOKS, Proprietors.
7 Railroad St., Willimantic, Conn.

The Leonard Prescription Pharmacy,
Prescription Specialist,
780 Main St., WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Established 1892.
Stephen Lane Folger, 180 Broadway, New York.
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY.
CLUB and COLLEGE PINS and RINGS,
Gold and Silver Medals.
LATHAM & CRANE,
Contractors and Builders.
Dealers in
Paints, Oils, Paper Hangings, Room
Mouldings, Glass, Kalsomine,
Varnish and Brushes.
Outside and Inside Finish, Mouldings,
Brackets and Stair Work,
Steam Power Shops, 159 Valley Street,
Willimantic, Conn.

One of the Stepping Stones
To a Well Groomed Personal
Appearance is a pair of
THE EMERSON
$3.50--$4.00 Shoes
J. B. PAULHUS & CO., Willimantic. Conn.
J. O. BLANCHETTE, BAKERY and
FANCY CAKES.
Wholesale and Retail.
Orders for Parties, Weddings, Etc., promptly attended to
44 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn.

H. E. Remington
& Co.,
CLOTHIERS
and
OUTFITTERS,
Willimantic, Conn.

CHAS. L. BOSS,
LUMBER and COAL
...CALL AND SEE ME....
Telephone Connection. 50 North St.
Pianos, Talking Machines, &c.,
At 789 and 793 Main St.
Also a Fine Moving Picture Entertainment
for 5c. A good place to spend a
spare hour.
J. F. CLUNE.

TURNER'S STABLE.
Established 1857.
LIVERY AND BOARDING.
Large sheds and yard for hitching and
feeding horses. Pleasant waiting
room for ladies.
A. W. TURNER, (Near Opera House),
767 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

Please mention The Lookout when writing to advertisers.
A Farmer's Lumber Yard.
2,000,000 Shingles Constantly on Hand.
Also 2,000,000 Barn Boards
At the Lowest Possible Prices.
Office and Yard:
88 Church St., Willimantic, Conn.
Willimantic Lumber & Coal Co.
P. J. Twomey, Yard Manager.

SANDERSON'S
SPECIAL FORMULA
FERILIZERS
For all Crops.
SANDERSON Fertilizer & Chemical Co.,
Office and Works, West Haven, Conn.
Post Office Address,
Box 172, New Haven, Conn.
Send for Circular.

The H. Wales Lines Co.,
BUILDING CONTRACTORS.
DEALERS IN Building Material.
MERIDEN, CONN.

D. P. Comtois
814 MAIN STREET,
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Dealer in
HOUSEFURNISHINGS
KITCHEN UTENSILS
Crockery and Glassware
MODERN
Steam Carpet Cleaning and Rough Dry
Family Washing, as well as Our
Famous Shirt and Collar Work,
is Sure to Please. Prices Right.

Maverick Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works,
828 MAIN ST., WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Opp. Hooker House.

J. F. CARR & CO.
Combination
Clothiers,
Hatters and Furnishers.
744 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

THE WILSON DRUG CO.,
Established 1829. Incorporated 1904.
Wholesale and Retail Druggists.
723 Main St. WILLIMANTIC, CONN. Opposite Depot
Eastern Connecticut's Leading Drug Store.

D. C. Barrows,
DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
Optical Goods, Eastman Kodaks and
Supplies, Butterick Patterns.
Willimantic, - - - Conn.

Please mention The Lookout when writing to advertisers.
THE LOOKOUT

WORK LESS
Accomplish More

THAT is the secret of success nowadays. You have had experience with hired men—you know that many times in order to get anything done right you have to do it yourself. There are too many odd jobs around the farm for you to do them all. There is the shelter, grinder, churn, separator, pump, saw, grindstone, fanning mill, washing machine, and many other machines to operate. You can't do it all.

You can, however, if you get an I. H. C. gasoline engine to assist you. One of these engines will furnish cheap, absolutely reliable power for these and a hundred other jobs. The engine works practically without attention, so that you will be able to accomplish twice as much as formerly and you won't have to work as hard.

That means you are going to make more money out of farming and that is what you are farming for. I. H. C. vertical engines made in 2, 3 and 25-horse power.
Horizontal (portable and stationary) in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-horse power.
Gasoline tractors in 10, 12, 15 and 20-horse power.
Famous air-cooled engines in 1 and 2-horse power.
Also, Famous sawing, spraying and pumping outfits.
A complete line of famous self-contained engines mounted on skids or ready for mounting by the purchaser.

Call on International local agent for catalog and particulars or write the home office. Valuable book, "300 Hundred Years of Power Development," sent on request.

International Harvester Company of America
(incorporated)
CHICAGO - U. S. A.

THE A. C. ANDREW MUSIC CO.,
804 and 806 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

THE PLIMPTON MFG. CO.,
Envelope and Blank Book Manufacturers, Printers and Engravers,
HARTFORD, CONN.

OPENED FEBRUARY 31, 1887.

The Hooker House,
$2.50 and $3.00 per day.
S. C. HOOKER, Prop., Willimantic, Conn.

To Commercial Travellers:
WHERE IS ONE OF THE BEST HOTELS?
Go to the HOOKER HOUSE then judge for yourself.

We are equipped to care for insurance of all kinds. After many years of experience (Established 1843) can guarantee to cover you right. Our "Full Armor" proposition is worth your consideration. It leaves no loop holes. Advice Free.
Write or telephone.
John C. North,
Insurance Specialist,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Please mention The Lookout when writing to advertisers.
GREENHOUSES

Our business is manufacturing and building greenhouses—and their equipment—nothing else.
Greenhouses for every conceivable growing purpose.
We erected those at the Storrs Agricultural College.
If interested, send for Private Greenhouse Book, or our literature on commercial houses.

LORD & BURNHAM COMPANY,
1133 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BARNEY & BERRY SKATES

CHRISTMAS BUYING always includes Skates.
They are the logical Holiday Gift and aid, more than anything else, in making the Winter Season enjoyable.
Millions of pairs of Barney & Berry Skates are serving that purpose and we are constantly striving to maintain and improve —
"The Quality that made the name famous".

Consult your dealer early. Send for our FREE CATALOG.

Barney & Berry, 237 Broad Street,
Springfield, Mass.
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Your Wants in the
JEWELRY
LINE WILL RECEIVE PROMPT
ATTENTION AT
J. C. TRACY'S
No. 688 Main Street, WILLIMANTIC.

Dr. HERBERT E. F. TIESING,
Surgeon Dentist,
Shea Block, Willimantic.

GASOLENE ENGINES.
Don't buy one until you have seen the
line of engines I have to offer.
Herbert T. Clark, 104 Main St., Willimantic.

Clothing of Merit
Stein Bloch are Leaders.
Suits, Overcoats, Rain Coats,
Lamson & Hubbard Hats. Eagle Shirts.
Wright & Ditson Sweaters.
Full line of Neckwear.
H. L. HUNT & CO.

W. L. DOUGLAS
and the
RALSTON SHOES
Sold in Willimantic by
W. N. POTTER, No. 2 Union Street.

Martin's Studio,
23 CHURCH ST.,
Willimantic, Conn.
Ground Floor. Sittings Day or Evening.

Artistic Photography
in UP-TO-DATE STYLES.
Framing Department Connected.
ALSO COMPLETE LINE OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES.

HENRY FRYER, Merchant Tailor.
Full line of Foreign and
Domestic Woolens.
Latest Styles and most Fashionable
Designs,
672 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

Fall Fashions in
FOOTWEAR
The Union Shoe Co.,
CHAS. F. RISEDORF, Treasurer,
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
"WALK OVER" and "QUEEN QUALITY"

BRICK & SULLIVAN,
BOOTS & SHOES...
732 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

JORDAN HARDWARE CO.
Builders and General Hardware
Mechanical and Agricultural Tools and
Cutlery of every description.
Call and inspect our line.
664 Main Street, Willimantic.

SAMUEL CHESBRO
APOTHECARY.
Huyler's Candies, Perfumes, Cigars,
and everything in the Drug line.
S. CHESBRO. WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

J. C. Lincoln,
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves,
Crockery, Wall Paper,
Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Junction Main and Union Sts.,
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

DRY GOODS and GROCERIES

OUR MOTTO:
To give our customers the very
choicest goods and to make the
prices as low as consistent with
good quality.

H. V. BEEBE,
STORRS, CONN.

Please mention The Lookout when writing to advertisers.
THE CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Storrs, Connecticut
CO-EDUCATIONAL

COLLEGE COURSES, in Agriculture and Home Economics, for Graduates of High Schools, leading to the Degree, B. S.

SUPPLEMENTARY Liberal, Practical and Scientific Courses, in Agriculture, Horticulture, Poultry Culture, Surveying, Draughting, Shop Work, Bookkeeping, Home Economics, Languages, and Music, for Graduates of Common Schools, leading to Diplomas or Certificates.

WINTER SCHOOL, Short Courses, in several of the above subjects, for Busy People.

SUMMER SCHOOL, for Teachers and Others, devoted to Nature and Country Life.

Illustrated Catalogue
Sent on Request

URGENT DEMAND FOR
TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED
GRADUATES

Necessary Furniture Free

Prizes and Paid Labor

PR A C T I C E